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VISION, VALUES, MISSION & PURPOSES
Our Vision
Gogebic Community College will be the gateway to empower people and inspire communities to thrive
in a global environment through committed staff and innovative programming.
Our Values
Gogebic Community College will create possibilities by boldly educating, engaging community, and
exceeding expectations.
Boldly Educating:
Provide an affordable educational environment that promotes technological competence, free expression
of ideas, ethical integrity, and a diverse, inclusive culture.
Engaging Community:
As advocates for lifelong learning and business partnerships, GCC provides educational, creative, and
cultural opportunities for economic vitality.
Exceeding Expectations:
We commit to the highest standards in developing programs that lead to enhanced employability, goal
attainment, and successful transfer to other educational institutions.

Our Mission
Gogebic Community College is a learning community that contributes to academic, cultural, economic,
and social success for our students and region.
Philosophy
Gogebic Community College believes all individuals should have opportunities to prepare for active
participation in the economic, domestic, political, aesthetic, and cultural affairs of the communities in
which they live. This preparation includes:
The development of an increased ability to deal intelligently with the responsibilities of living in a
rapidly changing global society.
The development of techniques for self-criticism, initiative, intellectual curiosity leading to a poised,
well rounded, and mentally, physical, and socially adjusted individual.
The understanding that education is a life-long process and that the techniques and skills acquired in
learning how to learn will be of life-long benefit.
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The existing seven buildings on the campus, comprising 207,520 square feet of space, will meet the
future programming needs of the college for the next five years. Each of the campus classroom buildings
are nearly an age where it can be expected that renovations, repairs, and remodeling will be needed to
maintain their utility as academic classroom facilities. Each will require significant maintenance over the
next five years.
B. Unique Characteristics
Gogebic Community College offers educational services via credit and non-credit courses in the
following areas:
• Two-Year Vocational – AAS, AAB, AAT Degree Programs
• Two-Year Pre-Baccalaureate Transfer AA and AS Degree Programs
• One-Year Vocational Certificate Programs
• Workforce Development Training
• Adult Education
• Community Education
• Training for Business and Industry
In fulfilling its educational mission, the college cooperates with a number of agencies throughout the
service region, which includes the six counties in the Western Upper Peninsula.
Cooperating agencies include Michigan Works, Family Independence Agency, Community Mental
Health, all area Public Schools, the Gogebic-Ontonagon Intermediate School District, and the Michigan
State University Extension Service. Gogebic Community College has partnered with the GogebicOntonagon Intermediate School District Vocational Program since 1973 to operate a cooperative
program housed on the college campus. Four vocational-technical programs are offered using shared
laboratories and faculty for both high school vocational students and college students. The office of the
Area Vocational Center is located in the GCC Technical Building.
GCC has articulation agreements with area high schools for Tech Prep Programs and with Michigan
Technology University, Northern Michigan University, Ferris State University, Central Michigan
University, Lake Superior State University, and Finlandia College.
GCC has signed agreements for Early College programs with Calumet, Chassell, Dollar Bay, Hancock,
Lake Linden, and the Gogebic-Ontonagon Intermediate School District.
C. Planned Initiatives Which Impact Facility Usage
Planned building repairs and renovations will help to maintain the viability of campus facilities for
academic use, and provide space for additional classrooms, laboratories, and storage. Planned grounds
repairs will maintain the accessibility of the college campus and enhance campus security.
D. Economic Development
The leadership role of Gogebic Community College in providing economic development for the sixcounty area of the Western Upper Peninsula is recognized as important for the region. The technical oneyear certificate and two-year degree programs, training for business and industry, and economic
development leadership all contribute to the economic well-being of the college service region.

STAFFING AND ENROLLMENT
A. Description of Full- and Part-time Student Body by Academic Program
Fall 2021 Enrollment Report and Program Enrollment enclosed (Attachment A).
Gogebic Community College offers selected classes via Internet. The college also is a member and
participant in the Michigan Community College Virtual Learning Collaborative.
B. Projected Enrollment Pattern for Next Five Years
Enrollment is expected to remain at present levels, with limited increases possible due to the continuing
demand for workforce retraining and the availability of housing on–campus. The difficult economic
conditions and continued out-migration in the college service region make for a challenging enrollment
management environment. Current recruiting and marketing efforts, combined with a return to on-campus
housing and a focus on student life issues have been successful in mitigating enrollment decline and
enabling an increase in enrollment and credit hour production. Planning for additional capacity of oncampus housing through the construction of an additional residence hall holds the potential to further
stabilize or increase enrollment levels over the next five years. Distance learning classes, especially
Internet classes, are expected to grow by 5% per year.
C. Enrollment Patterns Over Past Five Years
A 10-year enrollment history is included in Attachment A.
D. Description of Current Instructional and Support Staffing Levels
•

31 full-time and 1 regular part-time faculty

•

50 part-time and adjunct faculty

•

29 administrative support staff, including financial aid staff, student services staff, business services
staff, and other mid-level support staff members

•

12 support staff

•

2 maintenance staff

E. Projected Staffing Needs
With the enrollment swings over the last few years the College has adapted to a flexible staff size and is
looking forward to increasing the athletic staff portion of the institution to increase student numbers.
F. Existing Class Size and Projected Class Size
Average class size – 10.4.
Projected class size is expected to increase over the next few years as efforts to maximize available class
seats (maximizing resources) continue.
G. Gogebic Community College Strategic Plan
Attachment E

FACILITY ASSESSMENT
A. Professionally Developed Assessment of Existing Facilities
The campus has four classroom buildings. The Erickson Academic Center (74,966 sq. ft.) houses
classrooms, one lecture room, science laboratories, nursing laboratory, administrative offices, and the
Learning Resources Center. The Kleimola Technical Center (49,773 sq. ft.) houses vocational laboratories,
the student services offices, classrooms, faculty offices, conference room, and the college bookstore. The
Solin Center for Business Education (24,487 sq. ft.) houses business classrooms, computer laboratories, the
college IT center, and two rooms used for seminars for business and industry. The Lindquist Student
Center (55,140 sq. ft.) houses the gym, student lounge, and snack bar. The Building Trades Center (4,000
sq. ft.) houses the construction technology laboratory and the utility technician program. There are several
other small outbuildings that make up 4,316 sq. ft. that are not used for instructional programs. Also the
college leases 18,000 sq ft of instructional space in the Houghton mall to provide instructional services to
the Houghton and surrounding areas. The space was constructed over three years ago and has a 10 year
lease attached to it. The space contains nine (7) classrooms, one (1) science lab, one (1) nursing lab, one
(1) computer lab, none offices, one (1) conference room, and a student lounge. This facility is in excellent
form and no remedial work is planned for the next five (5) years.
Extensive work was completed in the prior seven years on heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
equipment and the controls systems on the main campus. A survey of each room has been completed to
assess the condition of the existing control mechanisms. Most rooms in the Academic and Technical
buildings require repair or replacement of one or more control components. Those rooms that have been
shown to have the worst functioning controls have been addressed first. The Technical Building main
controller has been replaced, and additional points are used in temperature control for air conditioning
purposes. The air conditioner has also required the replacement of a compressor. The new controller,
though adjustments are still necessary, has enabled more precise control and greater room comfort. Savings
in electricity are now possible through the ability to shut down the fans during unoccupied hours. Better
control has been added to the Solin Center as well. The most heavily used rooms, B21, B22, and B25,
along with the corner computer lab, have received individual room temperature sensors. Should any one of
these rooms require cooling, additional outside air will be introduced to the system if cool enough. If not,
the air conditioner will be forced on.
As was the case a year ago, the college facilities are generally in good repair. The classroom buildings are
structurally sound though lacking in many of the amenities that could enhance energy efficiency and
provide improved utility and flexibility for learning. The oldest building, the Erickson Academic building
is 47 years old, the Kleimola Technical building is 44 years old, the Solin Business building is 26 years
old, and the Lindquist Student Center is 24 years old. The harsh climate and limited maintenance budgets
have impaired the college’s ability to maintain and update these facilities. Each year a small number of
building-related projects helps to address the most pressing problems.
B. Building and/or Classroom Utilization Rates
Peak period usage is 80%. Off-peak usage is estimated at 60%. Evening usage is approximately 35% and
weekend usage is 5%.
C. Incorporation of Specific Mandated Facility Standards for Program Implementation Where
Applicable
N/A

D. Functionality of Existing Structures and Space Allocation to Program Areas Served

The existing buildings are functional for the current and anticipated program areas; however, there is a
need for additional laboratory and storage space across campus as the College considers new programs and
services to meet emerging student and workforce needs. The planned major repairs and maintenance
detailed in the five-year plan, as well as a recently submitted Capital Outlay Project, will provide for
adequate facilities for the educational program provided adequate budget support is available.
E. Estimated Replacement Value of Existing Facilities
A copy of the most recent report on the replacement value of existing facilities is enclosed (Attachment B).
F. Assessment of Campus Utilities System
The current status of the campus utilities system (including heating, cooling, air handling, water, sewer,
gas, and electric service) is adequate to meet current needs.
The main boiler and heating system were replaced in 2010 and the cooling systems in the two oldest
buildings were replaced in 1997 and 1998 with major repairs and replacements done in 2018 and 2021.
Sewage and water systems are directly connected to the distribution and collection system for the City of
Ironwood and Charter Township of Ironwood. These systems are adequate to meet current and anticipated
future needs. Although local governmental organizations have been generally unsupportive, the college is
investigating its legal authority to seek bids for water service in an effort to further reduce utility costs.
Electrical and gas service is provided by Xcel Energy. The number and size of lines for this utility service
are adequate to meet campus needs for the next five years.
In the area of telecommunications, the college gains Internet access using the MERIT network. Increased
use of Internet-based distance learning, video and multimedia content accessed through the campus
network has made this level of service vital.
G. Assessment of condition of Campus Infrastructure (roads, bridges, parking surfaces, etc.)
The main campus parking lot and roadways were resurfaced in May of 2000. A second parking lot was
built in 1991 and is still in good repair. A concrete surfaced parking lot located on the west side of the
campus has been patched and is on a 5-7 year replacement schedule. Finally, a large lot on the north and
east side of the campus, which is a gravel lot was just resurfaced in 2021.
H. Adequacy of Existing Utilities and Infrastructure Systems to Current and 5-Year Programmatic
Needs
With the exception of parking lots, the campus infrastructure is adequate to meet current and future
programmatic needs, provided that repairs and renovations are carried out to preserve the condition of the
buildings.

I. Assessment of All Existing Land Owned by Institution, Including Determination of Whether
Capacity Exists for Future Development, etc.
The existing land owned by the college is adequate to meet current and future needs. No additional land
will be needed. A copy of site drawings for the campus and a description of the land where the campus is
located is enclosed (Attachment C).
J. Leases
The Erickson Academic Building and the Kleimola Technical Building are involved in leases as part of a
recently completed Capital Outlay Project. The leases expire in 2037.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Enclosed is the five-year major maintenance and repair plan (Attachment D). The college will be working
with a professional firm in the near future to gain a professional assessment of the campus infrastructure.
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Attachment D
Five-Year College Facilities Maintenance Plan
Gogebic Community College

Three decades after the first Gogebic College building was constructed at its current Jackson Road/Mt.
Zion location (1970), the college began a planning process for major maintenance and upgrading of
college facilities. The college recognizes that the aging of campus facilities will need to be addressed in
its planning and funding priority processes. This plan is used to allocate scarce annual resources for
maintenance and upgrades, to set college priorities for fundraising, and is updated annually.
In previous decades, the college has responded to maintenance crises—many arising due to harsh weather
conditions or less than optimal building design and construction—using its limited resources reactively.
Routine and preventive maintenance actions were delayed or deferred. Low fund reserves and limited
resources meant that operational costs were given higher priority than longer-term maintenance. The
large amount of deferred maintenance and need for facilities upgrades negatively affects the learning
environment and public perception of the college as a community asset.
Given the age and deteriorating condition of many components of existing college facilities and the
decreasing funding from all sources, the previous approach no longer serves either maintenance or
institutional needs. Maintaining and enhancing college academic facilities to ensure the health, safety,
and educational needs of Gogebic College students, needs to be the highest priority and reflected in
budget decisions reasonably and systematically.
The Facilities Plan identifies the necessary major maintenance and upgrade needs on Gogebic College’s
Ironwood campus. The plan is intended to be flexible, allowing the college to address specific targets as
funding becomes available.
Priorities
The development of this Plan is based on the assumption of three core priorities:
•

Health and safety issues, plus ensuring an effective and safe learning environment is the
highest priority.

•

Major maintenance and upgrade needs should be identified consistent with common practice
for publicly-used buildings and grounds.

•

Budget and fundraising priorities should be aligned with the identification of campus
maintenance and upgrade projects.
Identification of Major Maintenance Needs

The listing of major maintenance needs which are shown on the Five-Year College Facilities
Maintenance Plan, and explained in greater detail in Appendix 1 were developed after review of past
major project priority lists, discussions of major maintenance needs, and differentiating between
maintenance needs that could be incorporated in regular maintenance work schedules versus those
requiring extra planning, effort, or financial resources. Also reviewed were previous accreditation selfstudy reports and the college’s annually updated technology plans. The college is planning to hire a
professional to review the college infrastructure and prepare a report for use in the next 5-year plan.
Allocation of Financial Resources
Central to the ability of the college to accomplish its goals regarding facilities maintenance and learning
environment upgrades is the effective prioritization and allocation of needed financial resources. A
planning assumption has been that in order to minimize costs for repairs and other maintenance, the
college staff would be used to accomplish work when appropriate. Correlated to this assumption, the
college recognizes that most major maintenance work may require expertise and experience beyond that
held by existing staff, or require specialized equipment, capital outlay for materials, equipment, and
related professional services.

Gogebic Community College does not have the financial capacity to fund all of the known maintenance
work. Assistance from the State of Michigan or other external funding sources is required in order to
address any of the major items. Accordingly, a five-year time frame is presented that recognizes financial
constraints provides time to plan and begin to implement projects, attempts to amortize large maintenance
expenditures over a reasonable period of time, and includes an expectation of State funding for major
projects. A five-year period is consistent with the college’s strategic and technology plans.
Setting Priorities
Maintenance work was scheduled into the proposed five-year Plan according to an assessment of
priorities developed by Vice President of Business Services, and reviewed by the college president’s
cabinet. These priorities included consideration of health and safety issues, impact on the learning
environment, assessment of the impacts associated with deferred maintenance, impact on college
operations, cost reduction or avoidance issues, and review of the interrelationship(s) and timing with
other projects.

The priorities of major maintenance work are reflected in the scheduling of work by year, as shown in the
Five-Year College Facilities Maintenance Plan Priorities.
Five-Year College Facilities Maintenance Plan Spreadsheet
The following spreadsheet details the proposed major maintenance projects by year and cost; more
detailed information regarding each project is found in Appendix 1. Year one projects reflect the highest
priority items.

PROJECT

Year 1

Year 2

(By building and priority)

2021/22

2022/23

Year 3

2023/24

Year 4

Year 5

2024/25

2025/26

$-

Campus-wide projects
1 Re-key interior doors for security

$100,000
Subtotal

$-

$100,000

$-

$-

0

$45,000

$45,000

$45,000

Erickson Academic Building
(constructed in 1969)
2 Renovate Classrooms (2-3 per year)
3 Replace energy inefficient windows

$400,000

4 Upgrade Labs

$500,000

5 Renovate hallways

$22,000

6 Renovate faculty offices

$

$23,000

$15,000

7 Construct entrance canopies on N & S entrances

$60,000

8 Reseal brick expansion joints
Building Subtotal

$23,000

$0

$5,000
$87,000

$1,028,000

$68,000

$0

Kleimola Technical building

(constructed in 1973)
9

Renovate hallways

10

Renovate Student Services/Admissions Area

$42,000
$350,000

11

Renovate ACES Center

$450,000

12

Replace Automotive service doors

13

Replace Generator

14

Carpet VP of Student Services office

$5,000
$50,000

Building Subtotal

$10,000
$10,000

$47,000

$850,000

Solin Center
(constructed in 1991)
15

Replace Carpeting

$60,000

16

Replace carpeting in computer labs

$20,000

17

Renovate offices

$15,000

18

Replace lecture room furniture

19

Re-cover B-21 desktops and fronts

$20,000

20

Renovate and update classrooms

$30,000

21

Repair and clad outside of building

$10,000
$65,000

Building Subtotal

$20,000
$280,000

$-

$95,000

$60,000

$5,000

$30,000

$60,000

$365,000

$-

Lindquist Center
(constructed in 1993)
22

23

Replace interior furnishing
Repair and clad outside of building and renovate
building to add classrooms and create front door
to campus.

24

Install high efficiency HVAC equipment and drives
Building Subtotal
Mt. Zion Ski Laboratory

25

Construct new ski chalet and instructional center

26

Native restoration of ski hill slope
Building Subtotal

$2,800,00
0

$2,805,000

$30,000

$110,000

$55,000

$170,000

$55,000

$1,500,000
$200,000
$

$-

$1,500,000

$-

$200,000

Campus Grounds and Parking Areas
27

Reconstruct upper parking lot entrance for safety
Subtotal
Totals identified by fiscal year

$125,000
$0

$125,000

$0

$

$-

$2,815,000

$484,000

$3,608,000

$488,000

200,000

Conclusion
This Facilities Maintenance and Upgrade Plan, appropriately funded, helps the college ensure that its
facilities provide a learning environment that meets the needs of its educational mission within the
context of a safe and healthy work environment.
This plan has been revised to show specific items that are in the process of being resolved and replaced.
Appendix 1
Description of Major Maintenance Projects
FIVE-YEAR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PLAN
Campus-wide Projects:

1. Improve Security. All interior locks are original to building construction. Security and key control are
impaired. This project will update the key control and provide much needed security for campus
buildings.
RUTGER ERICKSON LIBERAL ARTS CENTER— constructed 1969/70
2. Renovate Classrooms. Most areas of the building are the original 1970 décor. Renovation consists of
ceiling tile replacement, repainting, furniture, and carpet installation. New fixtures that improve lighting
and conserve electricity and new window coverings are being installed. Additional issues include
incorporation or upgrades of appropriate technology for classroom instruction. The plan calls for three
rooms being renovated per year.
3. Replace Energy-inefficient windows. The current status of the building has windows original to the
building and which are aluminum casing with double pane glass. The upgrade would include wood clad
windows with double pane, low e, tinted glass. This project is critical to improving building energy
efficiency and reducing heat loss.
4. Upgrade Labs. Original 1970 lab workstations are existing and in replacement and installation of
new ADA workstations is a need.
5. Renovate Hallways. All surfaces and fixtures are original to the 1970 building. The project will
include new light fixtures to conserve electricity and ceiling tile replacement. Repainting and refinishing
of the oak doors will be done. Vinyl wall coverings will be replaced and a wainscot of solid surface
material will be added. ADA compliant signs and water fountains will be added. One hallway is planned
per year.
6. Renovate Faculty Offices. Office décor is original to the building. The project would include
painting, window coverings, new ceiling tile, and carpet. Replacement furnishings are also required,
along with adding new office space.
7. Construct Entrance Canopies for North and South Entrances. The flawed design of the North
and South entrances make them prone to ice and snow shedding from the upper roof. This creates a
hazard for the public if a large deposit falls before it can be removed. The planned construction would
remove the safety risks associated with existing entrances during winter weather conditions.
8. Re-seal Brick Expansion Joints. The caulk joints are failing and allowing water to penetrate to the
inner wall. This will cause the wall to fail over time and the joints need to be cleaned and reset
professionally to ensure a tight exterior envelope.

CARL KLEIMOLA TECHNICAL CENTER—constructed 1973

9.
Renovate Hallways. All surfaces and fixtures are original to the 1973 building. The project will
include new light fixtures to conserve electricity and ceiling tile replacement. Repainting and refinishing
of the oak doors will be done. Vinyl wall coverings will be replaced and a wainscot of solid surface
material such as Corian™ will be added. ADA compliant signs and water fountains will be added.
10.
Renovate Student Services/Admissions. Offices were constructed over many years as
transitions occurred in the building due to increased staff and student population. The office space is in
need of a redesign that will incorporate all student service functions in one location and provide the
resources students are demanding.
11.
Renovate ACES Center. Offices space created in a 1990 remodeling project are due for
renovation, including a new design. The new design will incorporate new fixtures and space to serve
students needs efficiently.
12.
Replace Automotive Lab Service Doors. Original to the 1973 building these doors waste
energy, and are becoming worn beyond practical repair.
13.
Replace Generator. The original installation has become unreliable and fails to start
automatically when a power failure occurs. The building is then without emergency lighting and the
heating system.
14.
Carpet the Vice President of Student Services office. The carpet in the Vice President of
Student Services complex is original to the building and is in need of replacement for aesthetic and
custodial reasons.
JACOB SOLIN CENTER FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION— constructed 1991
15.

Replace Carpeting. Carpet is worn and needs to be replaced.

16.

Replace Carpeting in Computer Labs. Carpet is worn and in need of replacement.

17.

Renovate Faculty and Staff Offices. Repaint walls and replace ceiling tiles.

18.
Replace Lecture Room Seating. Original furnishings are worn and can no longer be adequately
cleaned. Some chairs have been taken out of service because they have been damaged.
19.
Re-cover B-21 Desktops and Fronts. Plastic laminate tops and fabric wall coverings are
separating from the substrate, have been chipped or torn, and show extensive wear. High levels of public
use has resulted in higher levels of wear than predicted.
20.
Renovate Classrooms. All building décor is original to the 1990-91 construction period. High
levels of public use has resulted in higher levels of wear than predicted. Audiovisual and instructional
technology needs to be upgraded in most classrooms.
21.
Repair or Re-clad Exterior Walls. Portions of the building are covered with an Exterior Finish
Insulation System (EFIS) which has been shown to allow water to penetrate to the interior of the building,
destroying ceiling tile, drywall, and wall coverings. The same aluminum clad system that was installed on
the Academic and Technical Buildings is planned.

DAVID G. LINDQUIST STUDENT CENTER— constructed 1993

22.
Replace Furnishings. Furnishings have gone beyond their designed life span and need to be
replaced.
23.
Repair or Re-clad Exterior Building Walls and construct a Health Occupations Center.
EFIS has allowed water penetration since the building was constructed in 1993. Repairs made several
years ago are also failing. Incorporated into this new exterior will be the remodel of the old pool area in to
a Health Occupations Center for the students of Gogebic Community College. Additionally, renovations
need to be made to the facility to update the flow and create a front door to the campus.
24.
Install High Efficiency Motors and Drives on Air Handlers. Equipment original to the 1969
and 1972 buildings is reaching the end of its design life. This project would include replacement of
motors with high efficiency models and variable frequency drives to provide greater occupant comfort
and conserve electrical energy.

MT. ZION RECREATIONAL COMPLEX
25.
Renovate and Expand Ski Hill Chalet. The current chalet is undersized for the institution and
program. The new building will provide a space for instruction, research and development, and a place
for students and the public to interact with students in the Ski Area Management program as they manage
the living laboratory.
26.
Native Restoration of Ski Hill slope. The Mt. Zion ski hill slope has endured many projects and
buildings over the years and the remnants of the structures are still present. This project would work with
the Department of Natural Resources and restore the slope to its natural condition. The reclamation would
provide a living laboratory for the natural sciences and remove debris from the hill increasing skier
safety.
GROUNDS AND PARKING LOTS
27.
Reconstruct Upper Parking Lot and Entrance above Lindquist Center. This lot is a very tight
space with little room to maneuver. The entrance/exit lane is so confined that two cars cannot pass. Plans
are to construct a road at the edge of the parking area to provide better access to motorists and increased
safety for individuals on campus.
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Gogebic Community College
Strategic Plan
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GCC Strategic Plan can be accessed by following this link: Strategic Plan Progress (gogebic.edu)

